International Tutoring Center: Group Conversation Tutorials

The International Tutoring Center (ITC) is dedicated to providing international students with free, high-quality English language instruction and support. We are now providing daily group conversation tutorials focusing on different discussion topics. These tutorials will allow you to practice your conversation skills with an ITC tutor and three other students while speaking about higher-level topics in English.

**Group Tutorials**

**Mondays at 12:00pm: Culture – SEATTLE CAMPUS ONLY**
Join this tutorial to compare and discuss norms, behaviors, and etiquette across different cultures. If you’re interested in multicultural discussion, this is the group discussion for you!

**Tuesdays at 10:00am: Current Events**
Discuss recent news stories, both international and local, and big issues happening in our world and society today. For this tutorial, it would be helpful if you browse news headlines and bring articles or stories that interest you.

**Wednesdays at 12:00pm: Culture – SEATTLE CAMPUS ONLY**
Join this tutorial to compare and discuss norms, behaviors, and etiquette across different cultures. If you’re interested in multicultural discussion, this is the group discussion for you!

**Fridays at 12:00pm: Etiquette across Cultures**
Join this tutorial to compare and discuss norms, behaviors, and etiquette across different cultures. If you’re interested in multicultural discussion, this is the group discussion for you!

**Saturdays at 11:00am: Open**
This discussion group is reserved for open discussion – there is no set topic.

**How It Works**
- Sign-up for your desired appointment time on WC Online: https://neu.mywconline.net/
- This appointment counts as one of your 2 allotted weekly appointments.
- Bring questions, topics, and discussion points related to the topic of the group.

**Location**
Snell Library, 088

**Questions?**
Email globalss@neu.edu